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The MAXIM Fluid System is structured around the use of  nanoparticles and a very effective green lubricant.  In fact the entire 
system is very green.  The lubricant coats the nanos creating an emulsion-like fluid where the droplets are approximately 3-20 
nanometers in size.  This is very small when considering the cross-sectional width of  a DNA molecule is 2 nanometers and 
bacteria are approximately 1,000 nm.  Conventional methods for making 800-1,000 nm emulsion droplets in oil based muds 
require extreme shear from large, expensive equipment.  The MAXIM system shirks convention by nature, requiring a very 
minimal amount of  shear and a smaller footprint (operational & environmental).    

Along with the small droplet size comes very large surface area.  This small size/large surface area feature makes for a more ef-
ficient distribution of  lubricant, and it’s why a 10 percent nano lubricant provides much better lubricity than an 80% synthetic 
oil mud.

Primary components are FDA GRAS approved - cuttings 
can be buried or used to build roads and drilling pads.

Has a Coefficient of  Friction (CoF) that is ten times lower 
than oil based drilling fluids.

Excellent for use in the laterals, or viscosify to run periodic 
sweeps.

Low Bentonite (3-4 ppb) requirement results in less water 
being tied up in the clay.  

Provides carrying capacity without increasing torque while 
drilling.  YP’s are typically higher than PV’s.

Clean the drillstring and casing without surfactants, simply 
displace with fresh water or brine prior to cementing.

Drill cuttings remain crisp and the wellbore stable while 
drilling shale formations.

Eco-Friendly

High Lubricity

Rheology Control

Efficient

Pseudoplastic

Clean

Shale Stability

Using the MAXIM System - Simple and Versatile:

• Use PAK for seepage or fluid loss to get below API 5ml level;
• Add PHPA and magnesium oxide when temperatures become extremely 

hot;
• Use XC/bentonite/PDS blends for sweeps and to increase the yield point;
• Add barite for density;
• Maintain pH 8-9 for best results.  In this pH range, the  corrosion to pipe and surface equipment is almost non-existant.
• The system can be run in brines, fresh water, formates, bromides - compatable with calcium chloride, calcium bromide 

and zinc/calcium bromide blends.

RPM 9.8 
ppg(1)

16.5 
ppg(1,2)

19.0 
ppg(1,2)

600 77 64 212
300 57 46 148
200 46 31 125
100 34 21 97
60 28 17 84
30 22 13 59
6 14 10 34
3 12 9 24

Fann Deflections

The CoF for the 9.8 ppg Maxim Fluid was 0.012 
(OBM’s = 0.10); Fluid loss without PAK was 9 ml; 
with PAK at 1 ppb the loss was 4.8 ml. After tem-
perature runs to 300 F, the fluid remained uniform.  
No sag was observed on the 19 ppg mud after 6 

days.

RPM 113 F 149 F 185 F 221 F 257 F 293 F

600 34 27 25 20 20 18

300 46 37 32 25 27 21

200 52 44 50 32 32 27

100 71 63 63 42 33 25

60 81 77 56 63 58 14

Brookfield Viscosities with Temperature 
9.8 ppg Maxim Fluid

(1) Temp = 77o F,; (2) Dispersant added


